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Recording DJ sets from a laptop can be frustrating. Follow these steps with some free software to
create a virtual cable and multi-output device to allow you to record and listen at the same time.
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Install blackhole virtual cable (2Channel)
A virtual cable can be used to create multi-output
& aggregate virtual devices.
existential.audio/blackhole
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create multi-output device
Spotlight ---> Audio Midi Setup ---> "+"
Create & Name Multi-Output Device
Select System Audio on top BlackHole 2ch below
Master Device: System
Sample Rate 44.1 kHz
Drift Correction on BlackHole only
Setting up a Multi-Output Device takes the system audio and sends it
through the virtual cable and to the speakers. Drift correction keeps the
master signal and the virtual cable signal synchronised.

create aggregate device
Select BlackHole 2ch & System Audio
Clock Source: System
Sample Rate 44.1 kHz
Drift Correction optional
Setting up an Aggregate Device combines the signals from two sources
into a single input. This can be useful when you want to hear two inputs
at the same time, through the same output device.
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configure system audio
Use your Multi-Output Device. This will allow
sound to go to the speakers and through the
BlackHole virtual cable to your recording software.
Use your Aggregate Input Device.
This might not always be necessary
You will need to remember to switch back to regular audio
settings when using your computer for other things.
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Configure dj controller audio
Set your DJ controller as the Audio Device.
Make sure the Sample Rate (44.1kHz)
matches Multi-Output Device.
Master channels 1-2.
Headphone channels are on 3-4.

This makes sure you can preview one deck on
headphones whilst playing the other to the system audio.

Send Master to Computer Speaker through
the Multi-Output Device.
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Configure audacity
Use your virtual cable (BlackHole) as the input
source for the audio.
Use your system audio for output.
Make sure Software Playthrough is set to OFF in
Transport Settings. This prevents a feedback loop.
Make some test recordings and listen back to
make sure settings and quality are OK.

https://existential.audio/blackhole
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